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What is inside of a neuron? A neuron has many of the same organelles such as mitochondria,
cytoplasm and a nucleus, as other cells in the body.
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Nervous System - Neuron: Nerve Cell. Name: Choose the correct names for the parts of the
neuron.. This neuron part receives messages from other neurons. Students will learn about the
structure of a neuron by constructing a model. and place your neuron in the box below, then label
and draw arrows to the . There are estimated to be as many as 100 billion neurons in our nervous
system! spinal cord neuron. A typical neuron has all the parts that any cell would have, .
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How the structure of a neuron allows it to receive and transmit information. of interneurons in your
brain that would allow you to draw the conclusion that things . Use the neuron structure poster to
review and discuss neuron structure. Evaluate (30 minutes) Nerve Cell Drawing. • Students draw
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Students will learn about the structure of a neuron by constructing a model. and place your
neuron in the box below, then label and draw arrows to the . Nervous System - Neuron: Nerve
Cell. Name: Choose the correct names for the parts of the neuron.. This neuron part receives
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